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Canon RF 70-200mm f2.8L IS USM

  

A must-have super compact high speed telephoto lens for any professional photographer shooting weddings, sport or wildlife. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 
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Camera Lenses: Canon RF 70-200mm f2.8L IS USM
 

Capture the world with outstanding flexibility and quality with a super compact F2.8 telephoto zoom that incorporates a five-stop Image Stabilizer
to ensure great hand held results, closer focusing down to 0.7m and fastest-ever AF.

Uncompromised design with outstanding image quality
This high-performance F2.8 telephoto zoom is the third in the Canon trinity of essential RF lenses offering exceptional image quality in a
compact body, designed to work in all conditions.

Beautifully discreet with hidden powers
See how award-winning advertising and lifestyle photographer Matthew Joseph discovers the exceptionally capable RF 70-200mm lens and its
ability to work in near silence with groundbreaking focus accuracy for both stills and video.

Creative everyday
Use the lens 70-200mm field-of-view to pack in loads of extra detail and drama rich with colour and contrast and discover a new way of
capturing action in a more dynamic way.

Sport and action
Get down low for exciting new angles and enjoy 5-stop image stabilisation to capture detail in total confidence even when light levels drop.

Travel and reportage
Thanks to a compact size, exceptional L-series build quality and a fast maximum aperture you can be sure that this lens will tell your story with
detail and clarity, whatever the situation.

A practical, general purpose professional
An essential workhorse lens, with a constant F2.8 aperture right across its 70-200mm focal length range, this zoom is perfect for travel, wildlife,
news and sport.

Assured, responsive performance
For the first time in a Canon lens, dual Nano USM motors bring incredible new levels of rapid and silent continuous focusing, perfect for stills or
video.
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